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PLUMBING & ELECTRIC SERVICE, INC.
Field	work	attracts	more	customers,	larger	projects	

for	this	Nebraska	earthwork	company
See article inside . . . 
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Jesse	Hochstein,	Sam	Hochstein	
and	Roger	Wortmann



Phil McCoy

A MESSAGE FROM
THE PRESIDENT

Dear Valued Customer: 

 Innovation is key to leading the way in the marketplace, and we 
believe no other manufacturer is as innovative as Komatsu. With each 
new emission standard, Komatsu sets the bar by not only meeting it, 
but exceeding expectations by designing machines that, in most cases, 
are also more productive and more fuel-efficient. 

 In this issue of The RoadBuilders' Edge, several machines are 
highlighted to illustrate Komatsu’s construction ingenuity and its 
purpose-built machinery. We believe you will be impressed. However, 
it’s not only machine innovation that makes an impression.

 Komatsu was the first manufacturer to offer a hybrid excavator and 
the first to offer machine-monitoring technology as complimentary on 
new machine purchases. It was also the first to provide complimentary 
scheduled maintenance — the Komatsu CARE program — on new 
Tier 4 Interim purchases. Our skilled technicians do all the work, using 
genuine parts and fluids.

 That combined commitment to quality machinery and outstanding 
support is why Komatsu is our leading manufacturer. We also make 
a commitment to supporting your machinery, whether it’s Komatsu 
or one of our other quality manufacturers. We do that by making a 
significant investment in training throughout the company, so we are 
ready to meet your sales, service and parts needs.

 Roadbuilders Machinery is determined to be your single source 
when it comes to equipment. If there’s anything we can do for you, 
please don’t hesitate to call or stop by one of our branch locations. 

   Sincerely,
   ROADBUILDERS MACHINERY 
   AND SUPPLY CO., INC.

   Phil McCoy    
   President

Innovation	
that	exceeds	
expectations
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PLUMBING & ELECTRIC SERVICE, INC.
 Read how this Nebraska contractor attracts more customers while on 
 current projects. 

GUEST OPINION
 AED Chairman Larry Glynn discusses the urgency of passing a new, 
 federal, multi-year surface transportation bill.

TECH NOTES
 Advances in computer technology aren’t all fun and games. Find out how 
 high-tech hardware and programs are bringing construction costs down.

EXCAVATION NEWS
 See how Komatsu combined the horsepower and efficiency of its PC360 
 excavator with the robust undercarriage of its PC450 to create its new 
 PC390LC-10 model.

NEW PRODUCTS
 Discover why Komatsu’s new WA500-7 wheel loader with SmartLoader 
 Logic is a wise choice, especially in load-and-carry applications.

SPECIALTY PRODUCTS
 Read about the new D65-17 waste-handler dozers, which are purpose-built 
 with a landfill package that helps landfills move more trash at a lower cost. 



W When Plumbing & Electric Service does a 
project, it frequently leads directly to additional 
jobs. Owner Paul Goeden says he’s routinely 
approached on the job by potential customers 
who are also looking for the company to 
provide its drainage tiling services.

 “The word gets out that we’re in the area, 
and that leads to other farmers stopping us 
and asking if we’d be interested in working 
for them too,” said Goeden. “It happens often; 
sometimes four or five times a day. Of course, 
we’re interested.”

 Servicing those customers has helped 
Plumbing & Electric Service grow throughout 
nearly four decades into one of eastern 
Nebraska’s premier tiling, plumbing, electrical 
and general excavation companies. Goeden 
joined the company about 15 years ago, 
working his way into an ownership position 
alongside Sam and Jesse Hochstein and 
founder Roger Wortmann.

 The Hochsteins’ uncle Kenny originally 
founded Plumbing & Electric along with 
Wortmann, but eventually left to start his 
own company. Their father, James, joined the 
business about a year into its existence, and 
eventually became an owner. He retired about 
two years ago — he still helps out occasionally  
— selling his interest in the business to them. 

 “I believe we have a really good mix in 
our ownership structure,” said Wortmann. 
“I have been here from the beginning, Paul 
has worked here many years, and our newer 
men are Sam and Jesse. I handle much of the 
office work, such as estimating, but I like to get 
into the field too. I can use my experience and 
knowledge in both aspects to help the younger 
employees.”

PLUMBING & ELECTRIC SERVICE, INC.
	 Field	work	attracts	more	customers,	larger	projects	
	 for	this	Nebraska	earthwork	company

Service list expands 
 In 1969, when Wortmann and Kenny 
Hochstein founded the company, Wortmann 
had a trencher and Kenny had a backhoe. 
They focused on small electrical and plumbing 
installations within about a 70-mile radius of 
Hartington. The area it serves has grown to 
about 100 miles, and the list of services has 
expanded as well.

 “As with the tiling today, word got around 
that we were able to complete projects on time 
and budget,” recalled Wortmann. “Eventually 
we started getting calls to do other types of 
work. I’ve never been shy about trying new 
things, so that brought expansion.”

 While tiling is a major part of Plumbing & 
Electric Service’s current book of business  — 
it installs close to a million linear feet a year  
— the company maintains its roots, offering 
plumbing installation to residential and light 
commercial customers. It also still wires 
houses, hog barns and pumps, among other 
types of electric projects. 

 “Through the years, the company has 
added clearing, mass excavation for digging 
basements, hog barn pits, terracing, lagoons 
and other types of earthmoving,” noted Sam 
Hochstein. “That versatility plays a big role 
in our success, because if work is slow in one 
area, we can move onto another. For instance, 
putting in drainage tile is not a year-round job. 
It basically runs from the middle of March to 
when farmers start putting in crops. Then, we 
can install it again from the time crops are out 
of the field until the ground is frozen, usually 
in December. During those times, and in 
between, we do other work, such as repairing 
and building dams. We’re able to perform any 
work that involves heavy machinery.”

Roger Wortmann, 
Founder/Owner

A SALUTE TO A                        CUSTOMER

Sam Hochstein, 
Owner

 Jesse Hochstein, 
Owner

 Paul Goeden, 
Owner



Komatsu, technology help 
complete jobs faster
 For many years, Plumbing & Electric 
Service’s machinery of choice has been 
Komatsu equipment, purchased from 
RoadBuilders with the help of District Sales 
Manager Gary Kratky. Its current lineup 
includes a D61PX and two D39PX dozers; a 
PC120, a PC130, a PC78 and two PC200LC-8 
excavators; and a WA200-6 wheel loader.

 “Our customers expect us to get in, get the 
job done and get out,” explained Wortmann. 
“It would be hard for us to deliver on that if 
we had equipment that broke down all the 
time. I take great pride in keeping a solid fleet 
that doesn’t cost us in downtime, and with 
Komatsu, we’ve had very few issues. Our work 
often takes us into remote areas, so having 
machinery with good uptime is essential. We 
believe Komatsu gives us the best value.”

 A D61PX-15 dozer was the company’s 
latest purchase. Sam Hochstein believes the 
wide-track model provides a significant 
advantage, especially in tiling. “The purpose 
of tiling is to eliminate wet areas so farmers 
can use it for added planting. The D61PX’s 
wider tracks reduce ground pressure, so we 
can more easily work in those wet conditions. 
But, it’s also good for working on tough jobs 
such as moving dirt for terraces and clearing. Continued . . .

One feature that we like is the power-angle-tilt 
blade, which is good both for moving mass 
amounts of dirt and fine grading.”

 Plumbing & Electric Service also appreciates 
the technological advances in its Komatsu 
equipment, including the KOMTRAX remote 
machine-monitoring system. “It’s very useful 
for tracking items such as fuel usage and idle 
time,” noted Jesse Hochstein. “We’re spread 
out, so KOMTRAX is a way for us to keep 
up to date on services, how the machines are 
running and other things.”

online
video

online
video

www.RoadBuildersEdge.com

Caption

Plumbing & Electric Service’s 
most recent addition to 

its fleet is this D61PX-15 
dozer, purchased last fall. 

“The D61PX’s wider tracks 
reduce ground pressure, so 
we can more easily work in 
wet conditions. But, it’s also 
good for working on tough 

jobs, such as moving dirt for 
terraces and clearing,” noted 

Owner Roger Wortmann.

James Hochstein digs a trench for drainage tile installation, using a Komatsu PC200LC-8 excavator. “I enjoy running 
machines, especially the PC200,” said Hochstein, who, although retired, occasionally works on jobs for the company. “It 
has good power and stability.”

online
video

online
video

www.RoadBuildersEDGE.com



We’re completing more projects, and doing them 
quicker, which has been a major advantage for 
us, especially in the last five or six years with 
the boom in the farm economy that has brought 
more tiling work. The GPS systems are a good 
complement to the Komatsu equipment.”

 For service on its Komatsu equipment, 
Plumbing & Electric Service turns to 
RoadBuilders as needed. “We handle most 
services with parts from RoadBuilders. Gary 
has been great to work with, as has our 
PSSR Don Willmer. Anytime we’ve needed 
something, they’ve been right there to help. 
For example, we had a machine go underwater 
on a project. Once we got it out, we sent it 
to the Omaha branch for repair. They were 
waiting there with another machine for us to 
use until we got ours back.”

An outstanding staff
 Plumbing & Electric Service does much of its 
equipment maintenance in the winter, when the 
company shuts down. Members of the 13-person 
field staff help with the services, ensuring 
equipment is ready for the next season.

 Key employees include Melvin Jansen, 
a staff veteran of 36 years, as well as Curt 
Benson, Brian and Greg Sudbeck, Gene 
Promes, Wade Thoene, Urish Pinkelman, 
Tyler Pietz, Lisa Schurman and Wortmann’s 
sons Dean and Craig Wortmann and 
daughter Julie Becker.

 “In 40-plus years, I’ve never laid anyone 
off,” commented Wortmann. “The people who 
work here show us a lot of loyalty, and I do 
the same. They’re an outstanding group, and 
really, a big part of the company’s success. We 
often have seven or eight jobs going at once 
that are spread out over a large area. I have to 
have people I can rely on to get things done.

 “A case in point was a job we did about 20 
years ago,” he added. “I bid on a rural water job, 
and won it. I realized all of a sudden how big 
that job was, and I began to worry we wouldn’t 
be able to handle it. We had another contractor 
help, but our guys were willing to put in some 
very long hours to ensure we got it done on time 
and budget. Because of that, I became confident 
we could complete nearly anything.”  n

High-tech	systems	help	complete	jobs	faster,	save	money	
. . . continued

 The company has added Topcon to several 
machines, using the GPS system for more 
accurate grading and digging. Working 
with Todd Bachtell of DK&B Construction 
Specialties, RoadBuilders had the systems 
installed on Plumbing & Electric Service’s 
Komatsu equipment. 

 “Like KOMTRAX, we see Topcon as a time and 
money saver,” said Wortmann. “It allows us to 
get to final depth and grade faster, and eliminates 
the labor costs of having a separate grade checker. 

For backfilling trenches, Plumbing & Electric Service uses Komatsu dozers, 
including this D39.

Plumbing & Electric Service 
uses new technology, including 
Komatsu’s KOMTRAX remote 

machine-monitoring and 
Topcon GPS systems. “Like 
KOMTRAX, we see Topcon 
as a time and money saver,” 

said Owner Roger Wortmann. 
“It’s a good complement to the 

Komatsu equipment.”
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A  Americans cannot afford to wait for a new 
highway bill while Congress plays politics, 
said 2012 Chairman of the Associated 
Equipment Distributors (AED) Larry Glynn at 
the 2012 Rally for Roads on the National Mall 
in March.

 “Our nation’s transportation infrastructure 
is old and overworked,” Glynn told members 
of the media prior to the rally. “It is past time 
that lawmakers address the millions of hours 
and billions of dollars that Americans spend 
idling in traffic. It is time, for the good of our 
nation, that Congress put aside partisan battles 
and put America back to work with a robust, 
bipartisan, multi-year highway bill.”

 The 2012 Rally for Roads brought together 
approximately 500 transportation stakeholders 
from across the country to urge Congress 
to pass a fully funded, multi-year, surface 
transportation bill. AED is a proud sponsor 
of the Rally for Roads, the nation’s largest 
transportation funding advocacy rally.

 The host of speakers, which included 
Senate Environmental and Public Works 

RALLY FOR ROADS
	 AED	Chairman	among	those	urging	Congress	
	 to	pass	multi-year	surface	transportation	bill

Committee Chairman Barbara Boxer and 
House Transportation & Infrastructure 
Committee Chairman John Mica, reminded 
lawmakers of the positive economic benefits of 
transportation investments that create jobs and 
spur economic growth.

 “A new highway bill resolves the uncertainty 
surrounding federal highway spending and 
encourages investment — no one wants to 
invest in an uncertain market, yet those are the 
conditions we face because of congressional 
inaction and extension after extension. When 
Congress passes a highway bill, America gets to 
work; factories get busy,” said Glynn.

 According to a recent AED-commissioned 
study by researchers at the College of William 
& Mary, each dollar spent on infrastructure 
generates roughly double ($1.92) the spending 
in direct and indirect economic output. During 
a 20-year period, each dollar in aggregate 
infrastructure spending will generate 96 cents in 
tax revenue, making infrastructure investment a 
value-added investment that pays for itself in the 
long term.  n

GUEST OPINION

An AED-commissioned study showed each dollar spent on infrastructure generates roughly double the spending in direct and indirect economic output. AED 
Chairman Larry Glynn led an effort to urge Congress to pass a new multi-year surface transportation bill during the Rally for Roads in March. 

Larry Glynn,
 Chairman, 

Associated Equipment 
Distributors (AED) 



W Want to see blueprints on your smartphone 
or tablet? Want to instantly communicate from 
the jobsite to the office or to the engineering firm 
that created the blueprints? Want to see the parts 
manual for your specific machine so you can 
order oil, filters or other items for maintenance? 
Chance are, as the saying goes, “There’s an app 
for that.” 

 Technology in construction continues to 
expand and evolve as quickly as in other 
industries, with seemingly new ways to make 
the jobsite, as well as the people and machinery 
on it, more efficient and cost effective. In fact, 
it’s predicted that within a very short time, the 
jobsite could be totally paperless.

 A recent article in Constructech magazine 
titled “The Paperless Jobsite” said, “Technologies 
like Web collaboration and 3-D modeling have 

THERE’S AN APP FOR THAT
	 How	advances	in	technology	are	helping	
	 significantly	lower	construction	costs

empowered construction teams with more 
data than ever before. Devices like tablets and 
smartphones enable ... professionals to carry such 
data with them wherever they go.”

 A March TechCrunch.com article (“How Tablets 
Will Transform Construction”) listed a paperless 
jobsite as one of three advantages of using mobile 
devices. The other two were better communication 
and analytics. The article describes a scenario 
where someone in the field needs clarification 
from an architect. Instead of heading to the job 
trailer to look at paper blueprints, “That person 
can just open up a blueprints app, mark the 
problem and send out an email right there.”

 Such technologies are designed to save time 
and money, and more and more companies 
are embracing it, according to an Associated 
General Contractors of America (AGC) survey. 
Results showed 55 percent of businesses plan to 
invest in IT departments this year. Twenty-four 
percent planned to switch financial, job costs or 
operational software to cloud computing. 

 “As a result of the tight market conditions, 
firms are trying to find the best way to 
leverage their investments in new information 
technology,” said Roger Kirk, President and 
CEO of Computer Guidance in another recent 
Constructech article that highlighted the AGC 
survey and report, “A Look Ahead: Technology 
in 2012.” “Contractors are looking for software 
and technology that increase the efficiency of 
existing staff and allow firms to do more with 
fewer people,” noted Kirk.

GPS systems get good grades
 Excavation equipment is one area where 
technology has made huge strides. Estimating 
software has been available for several years, 
allowing companies to do digital takeoffs, 

TECH NOTES

Technology, such as tablets and smartphones, is increasingly being used on jobsites, 
with apps that allow instantaneous information about building plans. Many envision a 
“paperless” future where printed items, like blueprints, will no longer be needed.



replacing the older, by-hand methods. However, 
in the past few years, there’s been a trend that 
allows companies to take site-grading plans 
in digital format and plug them directly into a 
telematics device on a machine. 

 Equipment manufacturers, such as Komatsu, 
now offer machinery that’s “plug-and-play” 
ready, making it easier for users to connect 
to 3-D, machine-control systems. Using GPS, 
these systems can control machine hydraulics, 
in turn, allowing a site to be put to grade more 
quickly. Labor costs can be saved by eliminating 
a grade checker. Or, if operators are checking 
grade, they don’t have to leave the cab to do it, 
meaning more time spent inside the machine 
and increased production.

 “The cost benefits can be substantial, starting 
with the elimination of staking,” said Erik 
Wilde, Komatsu Vice President, ICT Business 
Division. “Users can grade the site in fewer 
passes, minimizing rework and overexcavation. 
That helps lower costs for the equipment user, 
who’s using less fuel and fewer machine hours, 
as well as the project owner’s cost of materials 
because there’s less waste.”

 GPS systems are gaining prominence in 
utility installation and excavations, such as 

footings and basements, with several types 
available: one-dimensional that provides a 
simple depth gauge, two-dimensional for 
accurate bucket position relative to slope 
and three-dimensional that gives accurate 
machine and bucket position anywhere on 
site, according to the article “Computer Grade 
Excavation” in the November issue of Utility 
Contractor. “The type of application and size of 
the job usually determine whether a 1-D, 2-D or 
3-D system is the best fit,” it points out. 

 “An excavator guidance system significantly 
reduces the need to check grade because 
operators have real-time, in-cab feedback on 
their progress,” the article explains. “They 
always know where they are relative to grade 
... they can quickly check grade and slopes by 
placing the bucket or tool anywhere on the site.”

 The article’s author, John Bohlke, explains that 
getting to the proper depth more quickly, saves 
not only time, but has another distinct advantage. 

 “More jobs could be completed between 
service intervals,” noted Bohlke. “A greater 
percentage of the hourly charge for excavation 
services can go toward profit and less toward 
maintenance — in other words, this practice 
decreases variable costs per project.” Continued . . .

The latest buzz in the construction industry is the use of Building Information Modeling, or BIM, which follows a building’s “history” from initial 
planning through its entire life cycle, including eventual demolition. All aspects are factored in, making a model plan of the building to create better 
efficiency and job costing.



Monitoring systems can 
reduce O&O costs
 Of course, all machinery requires 
maintenance and keeping up with it is an 
important way to keep owning and operating 
costs low. Maintenance technology continues to 
expand, with equipment manufacturers putting 
systems on machines that allow owners to track 
hours, among other things.

 An example is the KOMTRAX remote 
machine-monitoring system, which Komatsu 
has included as standard on its new machinery 
for several years. Through a secure Web site, 
owners can view a machine’s usage and 
location.

 “Both our distributors and our customers 
are more and more ‘mobile,’ so the information 
can be accessed from anywhere with Internet 
connection. The equipment owner or fleet 
manager can view a machine’s hours relative 
to a service interval,” said Goran Zeravica, 
Distributor Operations Development Manager, 
Machine Support Programs. “That helps them be 
proactive in scheduling a machine’s downtime to 
have the service performed and ensures it’s done 
on time. It eliminates guesswork.

 “It also helps in terms of seeing trends, such as 
idle time,” he added. “For instance, if idle time 

is excessive, the owner knows and can address 
it with the operator. Eliminating excessive idling 
keeps unproductive hours to a minimum. That 
lengthens time between services and conserves 
fuel among other benefits.”

 Systems such as KOMTRAX also monitor 
error codes. “The system alerts us and the 
distributor, and we can relay that information 
to the owner and operator and tell them if a 
machine needs to be shut down,” said Zeravica. 
“We can dispatch service personnel to the 
site quickly, knowing the error code and the 
potential issue before they get there. It makes 
for a faster diagnosis, reducing downtime.”

Part of a growing trend
 Before, during and after site construction, 
excavation contractors can coordinate with a 
project owner and general contractor to record 
their work. In today’s marketplace, that may 
become part of an overall technological push 
in construction known as Building Information 
Modeling or BIM. According to the AGC 
survey, BIM is one of the fastest-expanding 
areas of technology in 2012. Forty-seven percent 
of respondents expect it to grow.

 BIM takes into account not only the design 
of a building, but its entire life cycle. It involves 
three-dimensional building plans as well as 
“envisages virtual construction of a facility prior 
to its actual physical construction, in order to 
reduce uncertainty, improve safety, work out 
problems, and simulate and analyze potential 
impacts. Subcontractors from every trade 
can input critical information into the model 
before beginning construction. Waste can be 
minimized on-site and products delivered on a 
just-in-time basis rather than being stockpiled 
on-site,” according to Wikipedia.

 Additionally, BIM can bridge the information 
loss that often occurs when a project is handed 
from design team to construction team to 
building owner/operator. Using BIM, each 
group can add to and reference back to all 
information they acquire during their period 
of contribution to the project. Those who 
support BIM say it improves visualization 
and productivity, facilitates coordination of 
construction documents, links vital information, 
increases delivery speed and reduces costs.  n

Technology	speeds	construction,	improves	accuracy
. . continued

GPS systems have gained prominence during the past several years because they offer 
more efficient excavation and grading with less overexcavation and waste.



Komatsu CARE for Komatsu Tier 4 Interim models is a new, complimentary 
maintenance program designed to lower your cost of ownership and improve 
your bottom line.  It provides factory-scheduled maintenance on the machines 
for the first three years or 2,000 hours, whichever comes first.   This includes 
up to two exchange Komatsu Diesel Particulate Filters.  Be sure to contact your 
Komatsu distributor for all the details. 

Once again, Komatsu leads the industry.  No other construction equipment 
manufacturer offers a complimentary maintenance program like this.

It’s what you’ve come to expect from the service experts at Komatsu.

www.komatsuamerica.com



T	 There	are	times	when	you	need	a	heavy-duty	
machine	to	get	the	job	done,	but	you	don’t	
want	to	sacrifice	fuel	efficiency.	Komatsu’s	
new	PC390LC-10	excavator	fills	that	role	by	
combining	the	horsepower	and	economy	
of	its	PC360LC-10	with	the	more	robust	
undercarriage	of	a	PC450LC-8.

	 While	the	horsepower	is	the	same	as	the	PC360,	
the	PC390LC-10	provides	additional	operating	
weight	for	better	lift	capacity	(up	to	20	percent)	
and	improved	lateral	stability	in	applications	that	
require	long	arms	or	heavy	lifting	at	maximum	
reach.	Heavy-duty	boom	and	arm	designs	with	
thick	plates	of	high-strength	steel,	along	with	
one-piece	castings	in	the	boom	foot	and	tip	and	
arm	tip,	provide	long-term	durability	and	strong	
resistance	to	bending	and	torsional	stress.

	 The	PC390LC-10	has	two	boom	mode	settings:	
Smooth	Boom	mode	provides	easy	operation	
for	gathering	blasted	rock	or	when	scraping	
down	walls,	and	Power	Boom,	which	provides	
increased	pushing	force	for	improved	digging	in	
applications	such	as	ditching	in	hard	ground.	

WINNING COMBINATION
	 Komatsu’s	PC390LC-10	provides	efficiency,	
	 stability	in	tough	applications

	 “For	many	years,	users	in	tough	applications		—	
digging	in	hard	soils	or	lifting	at	maximum	reach,	
for	instance	—	have	relied	on	our	heavy-duty	
machines	such	as	the	PC300HD	and	the	PC350HD	
models,”	stated	Brian	Yureskes,	Product	Marketing	
Manager,	Excavators.	“The	PC390LC-10	builds	
upon	those	proven	platforms	and	enhances	them	
with	key	features	that	make	it	more	productive	
and	efficient	than	previous	models.”

	 Efficiency	starts	with	the	Tier	4	Interim	
engine,	featuring	an	advanced	electronic	control	
system	that	manages	airflow	rate,	fuel	injection,	
combustion	parameters	and	aftertreatment	
functions	to	optimize	performance.	A	Komatsu	
Variable	Geometry	Turbocharger	and	Exhaust	
Gas	Recirculation	Valve	provide	more	precise	
system	function,	air	management	and	longer	
component	life.

Better drawbar pull
	 Exclusive	Komatsu	major	hydraulic	
components,	including	pumps,	motors	and	
valves,	work	together	to	further	increase	efficiency.	
The	integrated	design	is	part	of	the	closed	center	
load	sensing	system	that	uses	variable	speed	
matching,	which	allows	the	engine	speed	to	adjust	
based	on	hydraulic	pump	output.

	 “The	system	matches	the	engine	and	hydraulics	
to	the	load	condition,	providing	greater	efficiency	
because	the	machine	is	not	running	at	maximum	
output	for	a	lighter	load,”	explained	Yureskes.	
“We’ve	also	improved	the	main	valve	and	
hydraulic	circuit	to	reduce	hydraulic	loss.	That	
increases	efficiency	and	lowers	fuel	consumption	
by	up	to	10	percent	compared	to	a	PC350HD-8,	
which	the	PC390LC-10	replaces.”

	 While	the	PC390LC-10	engine	is	the	same	as	a	
PC360,	its	bigger	undercarriage	has	larger	final	
drives	that	provide	up	to	13	percent	more	drawbar	

EXCAVATION NEWS

The PC390LC-10 
builds upon previous 
heavy-duty excavators to 
provide a Tier 4 Interim 
machine that handles 
tough applications while 
remaining fuel efficient 
with lower emissions.

Brian Yureskes, 
Product Marketing 

Manager, Excavators



pull.	Larger	size-class	components	add	reliability	
and	longer	life,	and	other	reliability	and	longevity	
features	include	sealed-grease	tracks	and	a	sloped	
track	frame	that	minimizes	soil	accumulation.	

	 “The	sloped	track	frame	also	allows	for	easier	
mud	removal,	and	the	sealed	tracks	mean	longer	
life,”	explained	Yureskes.	“They	are	among	the	
many	features	in	our	newer	machines	designed	
to	minimize	maintenance	downtime	and	
improve	longevity.	Also,	metal	ring	guards	on	
the	hydraulic	cylinders,	face-to-face	O-rings	that	
securely	seal	hydraulic	hose	connections,	and	all	
work-equipment	bushing	lubrication	intervals	
are	now	at	500	hours,	with	the	exception	of	the	
arm	tip	and	bucket	linkage.”

Reduced maintenance costs
	 In	addition	to	longer	component	life,	Komatsu	
increased	uptime	with	long	service	intervals.	
Using	high-performance	filters	and	oils,	engine	
oil	and	filter	replacement	are	at	500	hours,	
hydraulic	oil	filter	at	1,000	hours	and	hydraulic	
oil	at	5,000	hours.	Engine	maintenance	is	easier	
with	a	new	work	platform	on	the	upper	structure,	
where	Komatsu	also	installed	handrails.

	 “Of	course,	we’ve	reduced	the	owner’s	
maintenance	costs	with	our	Komatsu	CARE	
program	that’s	standard	on	all	Tier	4	Interim	

machines,”	emphasized	Yureskes.	“It	provides	
complimentary	scheduled	maintenance	
performed	by	skilled	technicians	for	three	years	
or	2,000	hours,	whichever	comes	first.	Komatsu	
CARE	is	designed	to	reduce	ownership	costs,	
while	maintaining	maximum	uptime.”

Met the challenge
	 Also	complimentary	is	Komatsu’s	KOMTRAX	
remote	machine-monitoring	system	that	allows	
owners	to	track	critical	machine	information,	
such	as	hours,	location,	maintenance	
notifications	and	machine	utilization,	through	a	
secure	Web	site.	Further	information	is	provided	
on	the	PC390LC-10’s	large,	high-resolution	
monitor	panel,	which	alerts	operators	on	ways	to	
improve	efficiency	and	lower	fuel	consumption	
using	Eco	Guidance.	

	 “The	monitor	panel	is	easy	to	use	and	
conveniently	located	in	the	spacious	cab	that’s	
designed	to	maximize	operator	comfort,”	noted	
Yureskes,	also	pointing	out	the	new,	heated,	
air-suspension,	high-back	seat	in	the	PC390LC-10.	
“We	took	the	challenge	of	producing	a	machine	
that	meets	the	Tier	4	Interim	standards,	which	
reduce	emissions,	and	does	so	in	a	cost-effective	
way	that	provides	added	value	to	owners	and	
operators	who	need	efficiency	in	a	more	robust	
machine.	The	PC390LC-10	delivers.”		n

Komatsu’s PC390LC-10 combines the horsepower and 
efficiency of a PC360 and the robust undercarriage of a 
PC450, providing excellent lateral stability in applications 
that require long arms or heavy lifting at maximum reach. 

 
Brief Specs on the Komatsu PC390LC-10

 Model Net Horsepower  Operating Weight Bucket Capacity

 PC390LC-10 257 hp 86,998-89,071 lbs. 0.89-2.91 cu. yds.



www.komatsuamerica.com

LOADERS
From Komatsu - The Loader Experts

• Komatsu Smart Loader Logic reduces fuel consumption while maintaining production. 

• Large capacity torque converter with lock-up provides 10% fuel savings.

• New 7” LCD multi-function monitor panel provides easy access machine diagnostics.

• Komatsu CARE provides complimentary Tier 4 maintenance, including Komatsu Diesel
   Particulate Filter exchange. Contact your Komatsu distributor for details.

The WA380-7 Tier 4 Interim Wheel Loader is a class leading performer with 
improvements in production, fuel efficiency, operator comfort and serviceability. 



 

W	 Wheel	loaders	often	require	different	amounts	
of	torque	throughout	the	course	of	a	day.	For	
example,	they	may	need	high	torque	for	V-cycle	
loading,	but	minimal	torque	for	traveling	with	
an	empty	bucket.	Komatsu’s	new	WA500-7	with	
SmartLoader	Logic	automatically	compensates	
for	the	difference	to	provide	the	optimal	amount	
of	torque	based	on	the	need.

	 “SmartLoader	Logic	uses	data	from	sensors	
to	control	the	engine	torque,”	explained	
Product	Manager	Rob	Warden.	“It	functions	
automatically,	so	the	end	result	is	fuel	savings	
of	up	to	7	percent,	compared	to	the	Dash-6	
model,	while	maintaining	performance	and	
production.	Combine	the	fuel	savings	with	the	
machine’s	already-high	level	of	production,	and	
per-yard	and	per-ton	costs	are	reduced.”

	 SmartLoader	Logic	isn’t	the	only	savings	
feature	of	the	Tier	4	Interim	WA500-7,	which	
provides	as	standard,	a	large-capacity	torque	
converter.	It	provides	better	productivity	
in	V-cycle	loading	applications	because	the	
increased	tractive	effort	does	not	require	full	
throttle.	The	large-capacity	torque	converter	
improves	hill-climbing	ability,	allowing	the	
loader	to	upshift	faster	and	achieve	higher	
gear	ranges	and	travel	speeds	when	working	
in	load-and-carry	applications.	The	torque	
converter’s	lockup	function	activates	in	second,	
third	and	fourth	gears	for	a	maximum	travel	
speed	of	more	than	23	miles	per	hour.

Ergonomic cab
	 Komatsu	enhanced	operator	comfort	with	
a	redesigned	dashboard	and	cab	that	include	
lower	front	glass	for	improved	forward	
visibility.	From	the	cab,	operators	can	set	the	
bucket	cutting-edge	level	and	dump-height	
positioner	with	the	push	of	a	button.	They	

IMPROVED EFFICIENCY
	 SmartLoader	Logic	means	real	fuel	savings	
	 with	new	WA500-7	wheel	loader

SmartLoader Logic automatically provides the optimal amount of torque based on need, 
reducing fuel consumption, compared to its predecessor, by up to 7 percent in the new 
WA500-7. 

Rob Warden, 
Product Manager

can	also	set	the	working	mode,	the	hydraulic,	
auto-reversing	fan	and	get	Eco	Guidance	that	
offers	fuel-saving	tips	via	the	large,	seven-inch	
monitor	panel.	

	 “The	new	operator’s	cab	is	more	ergonomic	
for	increased	comfort.	The	machine	also	
features	a	rearview	monitoring	system	
with	a	separate	LCD	monitor	as	standard	
equipment,”	noted	Warden.	“With	our	
complimentary	Komatsu	CARE	program,	all	
factory-scheduled	maintenance	is	covered	for	
the	first	2,000	hours	or	three	years,	whichever	
comes	first.	In	addition,	two	complimentary	
Komatsu	Diesel	Particulate	Filter	(KDPF)	
exchange	units	are	included	for	the	first	five	
years	or	9,000	hours.	These	services	lower	
owning	and	operating	costs	for	customers.”		n

	 Model	 Net	Horsepower	 	Operating	Weight	 Bucket	Capacity

 WA500-7 353 hp 74,626-75,453 6.8-8.2 cu. yds.

NEW PRODUCTS

Brief	Specs	on	the	Komatsu	WA500-7	Wheel	Loader



T	 The	productive	and	efficient	features	of	
Komatsu’s	D65-17	Tier	4	Interim	dozers	
are	also	available	in	purpose-built	landfill	
packages	designed	to	move	trash	more	
economically	than	ever	before.	Like	the	
construction	models	after	which	they’re	
patterned,	landfill	dozers	come	in	three	
models,	EX	(standard	track),	WX	(wide	track)	
and	PX	(low-ground-pressure	track).	

	 “We	have	waste-handler	configurations	
to	meet	various	applications,”	said	Bruce	
Boebel,	Product	Manager,	Dozers.	“Common	
among	them	are	features	designed	to	reduce	
debris	entry,	making	the	dozers	easier	to	
clean	and	service,	which	results	in	increased	
productivity.”

	 Such	features	include	a	belly-guard	seal	kit	
that	reduces	the	amount	of	material	entering	
the	engine	compartment,	and	a	tank-guard	
group	made	of	thick	guarding	to	protect	rear	

D65-17 WASTE-HANDLER DOZERS
	 Tier	4	Interim	machines	help	landfills	
	 move	more	trash	at	a	lower	cost

tanks.	Both	the	belly	and	tank	guarding	have	
easy	access,	which	simplifies	cleaning.	

	 Quick-opening,	two-piece,	radiator-guard	
doors	provide	easy	access	to	the	standard	
wide-core	radiator	for	cleaning.	A	
computer-controlled	fan	automatically	
reverses	to	keep	the	radiator	and	oil	cooler	
clean,	allowing	the	operator	to	concentrate	
on	productivity.	The	operator	can	manually	
reverse	the	fan	if	desired.

	 Meanwhile,	the	operator	stays	comfortable,	
thanks	to	a	large,	quiet,	pressurized	cab	that	
provides	excellent	all-around	visibility	and	
standard,	rearview	monitoring	system.	A	new,	
heated,	air-ride	seat	offers	additional	comfort	
for	increased	productivity.

Blade options
	 With	the	choice	of	Komatsu’s	patented	
SIGMA	blade,	a	power-angle-tilt	blade	or	
a	straight-tilt	blade,	waste	handlers	can	
maximize	productivity	by	matching	the	blade	
to	their	particular	needs.	Each	blade	comes	
with	a	trash	rack	that	keeps	material	away	
from	the	front	of	the	dozer.	

	 “We	know	that	many	waste-handling	
operations	work	around	the	clock,	so	we	
kept	the	cab-mounted	lights	and	moved	the	
hood-mounted	work	lights	to	the	top	of	the	
blade	cylinders.	Then,	we	placed	an	additional	
work	light	on	each	cylinder,	for	better	night	
visibility,”	Boebel	pointed	out.	“These	
productive	features,	when	combined	with	our	
more	efficient	Tier	4	Interim	engines,	move	
more	trash	at	a	lower	cost.	We	further	reduced	
costs	by	offering	complimentary	scheduled	
maintenance	through	our	Komatsu	CARE	
program	for	the	first	three	years	or	2,000	hours,	
whichever	comes	first.”		n

Komatsu’s D65-17 waste-handler dozers are purpose-built with added guarding 
for working in tough conditions such as landfills. Blade options include SIGMA, 
power-angle-tilt and straight-tilt to match the user’s need and maximize productivity.

SPECIALTY PRODUCTS

Bruce Boebel, 
Product Manager, 

Dozers



• Efficient Komatsu Tier 4 Interim engine and automatic shift transmission with lockup torque 
converter maximize productivity while saving fuel.
PLUS (long life) undercarriage is standard, further reducing our already low operating costs.
Komatsu CARE provides complimentary Tier 4 maintenance, including KDPF exchange filters. 
Contact your Komatsu distributor for details.

•
•

Komatsu has once again made a great machine even better.  The new D65-17 increases 
productivity and operator comfort while lowering operating costs.  All designed to 
improve your bottom line.

D65-17 
From Komatsu – The Dozer Experts

www.komatsuamerica.com



proven

If you want to move more material more cost-effectively, you want Komatsu machines.  
Our complete line of rugged, reliable mining equipment—including trucks, shovels  
and wheel loaders—is engineered to:

• LOwer cOsts per tOn • reduce cycLe tImes • prOvIde the LOngest LIfe 

we also offer exclusive customer support programs and services tailored to your specific needs. 
when your success is measured by the ton, Komatsu delivers the productivity you need.  
Komatsu is the proven solution.

100%

100% Komatsu. 866.513.5778    www.komatsuamerica.com
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QQUESTION: What are your responsibilities as 
CEO/ Vice Chairman of Komatsu America?

ANSWER: There are several elements that 
make up Komatsu America, including our 
construction and utility division, mining 
division, parts division and forestry and forklift 
divisions. My responsibilities include all 
functions that fit across those groups, as well as 
the nuts and bolts of our financial results. One 
key role I see is as a collaborator who’s making 
sure our organization is working together for 
the common cause of serving our customers. 
Throughout the company, no matter what 
role they play, the thought I want at the top of 
everyone’s mind every day is, “What are we 
doing today to serve our customers?”

QUESTION: You’ve held several leadership 
positions with Komatsu. How has that 
prepared you for your current role as CEO?

ANSWER: Very well. Each position has its own 
uniqueness, so having served in construction, 
mining and utility gives me a well-rounded 
background in all aspects of the company. 
Those perspectives are a good foundation 
from which to work. One common aspect of 
the various positions I’ve held includes talking 
with and listening to customers. I have a very 
good understanding of where they’re coming 
from, what challenges they face and what will 
help them be more productive and profitable. 
We take that knowledge and use it to build 
better machinery that’s more reliable and 
efficient. 

QUESTION: What do you believe are 
Komatsu’s strengths? 

ANSWER: One major strength is our 
distributor network, which provides our 
customers with equipment, parts and service 

A WELL-ROUNDED LEADER
	 Rod	Schrader	steps	into	CEO/Vice	Chairman	
	 role	for	Komatsu	America

KOMATSU & YOU

Continued . . .

 Walk into Rod Schrader’s office and one of the first things you’ll notice 
is a plaque that reads, “Good News is No News, Bad News is Good 
News, No News is Bad News.” Schrader, Komatsu America’s new CEO/ 
Vice Chairman, says the phrase is very relevant to the company’s success.

 “What it boils down to is listening to the customer,” said Schrader, who 
moved into his new position April 1. “The second two lines are the most 
profound for me. Bad news is good, because if we know the bad, we can 
find the root causes and put actions into place to fix it. I encourage our 
employees and customers to present us with the bad news. The third 
line, ‘No News is Bad News,’ suggests we’re not hearing the voice of the 
customer. We’re either not out there listening to or communicating with 
them. Going to customers’ workplaces to listen and see the facts, enables 
us to provide solutions to improve our customers’ operations.”

 Schrader has spent a good deal of time listening to customers during 
his 25 years with Komatsu, the past seven as Executive Vice President/
General Manager of Komatsu America’s Mining Division. He’s also been 
a product manager, Director of Marketing, Vice President of Product 
Marketing and President of Komatsu Utility Corporation. He’s been a 
member of the Komatsu America Corporate Board since July 2010.

 “I’ve seen all sides, so to speak,” said Schrader, an Illinois native. 
“What’s common throughout is that Komatsu cares about the customer, 
whether it’s a guy with a mini excavator digging utility lines or a 
large mining company with a fleet of our largest trucks. My goal is for 
Komatsu to be known as the best in the equipment industry when it 
comes to serving the customer.”

 Schrader and his wife, Kim, have three children (twins Hannah and 
Logan who are freshmen in college and Connor, who’s still in high 
school). He enjoys golf, yard work and jogging. 

This is one of a series 
of articles based on 

interviews with key people 
at Komatsu discussing the 

company’s commitment 
to its customers in the 

construction and mining 
industries — and their 

visions for the future.
Rod Schrader, 
CEO/Vice Chairman

online
video

online
video

www.RoadBuildersEDGE.com



before any other manufacturer commercially 
introduced its first. Our Tier 4 Interim machines 
have been very well-received because we not 
only met the standards, but did so with more 
productive and efficient machines. Along with 
that, we’re the first to offer complimentary 
service with our Komatsu CARE program on 
those Tier 4 Interim machines. We were the first 
manufacturer to offer free machine monitoring 
with our KOMTRAX system. Items such as those 
add value that can lead to better per-yard costs, 
less fuel usage and more profit. 

 Finally, we’re always striving to improve. 
For the past several years, we’ve collected a 
large volume of data through KOMTRAX. For 
the most part, we’ve been reactive in using 
it. Now, we’re more proactive by taking that 
information and using it two ways: to help our 
customers identify ways to better utilize their 
machinery, save fuel and plan for scheduled 
maintenance; and for our distributors to 
better stock their parts inventory and contact 
customers to schedule services.

QUESTION: What do the markets look like 
today?

ANSWER: The trends continue to go up and 
strengthen. Mining remained fairly strong, even 
during the worst of the recession, and we believe 
that’s going to continue for some time. From a 
construction standpoint, we saw an increase in 
year-over-year sales during our previous fiscal 
year, which indicates a recovery. We’re optimistic 
that this year will be even better.  n

Komatsu	—	innovative	and	always	striving	to	improve
. . continued

support from trained personnel. We believe we 
have the best in the business, and my goal is 
to continue to provide them with the support 
they need to grow their business, train their 
people and offer the tools they need to be most 
effective at serving customers in their markets. 

 Another is being an innovative leader in 
equipment and product support. For example, 
we were the first to manufacture a hybrid 
machine, now in its second generation, 

Helping customers understand how to better utilize their 
machinery is one aspect of Komatsu’s support. CEO/
Vice Chairman Rod Schrader says data collected through 
KOMTRAX offers ways to decrease fuel usage and idle 
time as well as use equipment in the most efficient mode 
for the task at hand.

Komatsu CEO/Vice Chairman Rod Schrader says products and service, such as Tier 4 
Interim excavators and trucks with KOMTRAX 4.0 and Komatsu CARE, are why 
Komatsu is an innovative leader in productive, reliable and efficient equipment.

At Komatsu, customer input is one important aspect of improving products, as well 
as parts and service capabilities, according to CEO/Vice Chairman Rod Schrader. He 
encourages customers to visit Komatsu manufacturing plants and provide feedback. 
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Chance Courtney,
Senior Manager

Courtney Construction

W When Courtney Construction purchased 
four new Komatsu Tier 4 Interim PC240LC-10 
excavators last year, they first demo’d one 
against a competitive brand. Production-wise, 
the two machines matched up very well, 
according to Senior Manager Chance 
Courtney. 

 “What tipped the scale in Komatsu’s favor 
was the Komatsu CARE program,” said 
Courtney, part of the two-generation family 
business that offers site work and trenching in 
oil-field construction. “We’re very aggressive 
about our equipment maintenance. With 
Komatsu CARE we were assured that routine 
services would be done on time by our 
distributor’s technicians. We saw it as a major 
cost savings.”

 The Komatsu CARE program offers 
complimentary service on all new Tier 4 
Interim machine purchases and rentals for 
the first three years or 2,000 hours, whichever 
comes first. Also included are two Komatsu 
Diesel Particulate Filter exchanges for the first 
five years or 9,000 hours (parts only). A trained 
distributor technician performs all work, using 
genuine Komatsu parts and fluids.

Distributor commitment
 Courtney tracks hours and other critical 
machine data through Komatsu’s KOMTRAX 
remote machine-monitoring system. So do 
Komatsu and his distributor, which worked 
with Courtney to set up services on the 
54,000-pound-plus excavators that feature a 
digging depth of 24 feet. 

 “The distributor technicians came to our 
jobsites, and in our line of work, locations can 
be remote,” said Courtney. “They scheduled 
a time convenient to us and covered the 

KOMATSU CARE MAKES A DIFFERENCE
	 Complimentary	services	convince	oil-field	contractor	
	 to	purchase	PC240LC-10	excavators

services, including travel time to the site, with 
no out-of-pocket expense to our company.”

 The Tier 4 Interim PC240LC-10 excavators were 
Courtney Construction’s first Komatsu purchases 
since its founding in 2001. “The Komatsu CARE 
program showed us the value Komatsu places on 
customer satisfaction after the sale. As we look 
at future purchases, Komatsu will definitely be a 
part of the equation.”  n

MACHINE MAINTENANCE

The Komatsu CARE program, which provides complimentary service on new Komatsu 
Tier 4 Interim equipment purchases and rentals, ensures the machines receive all regular 
maintenance services for the first three years or 2,000 hours.



A SALUTE TO A CUSTOMERNEWS & NOTES

Companies	report	difficulty	in	finding	
qualified	employees

C Construction, mining and energy 
companies all reported difficulty in finding 
qualified workers in 2011, according to a poll 
conducted by the Society of Human Resources 
Professionals. It also said two-thirds of those 
same companies were hiring full-time staff last 
year.

 The poll indicated that those same industries 
reported improved financial health compared 

to the previous year, and 46 percent were in a 
mild or significant recovery from the recession. 
That’s up from 36 percent in 2010. 

 Eighty-eight percent reported difficulty 
in finding engineers, while 79 percent said 
technician and programmer positions were 
hard to fill. Electricians, carpenters and sales 
representatives were all above average in 
terms of difficulty filling those job openings.  n
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T This year marks the final group of equipment 
that must meet Tier 4 Interim standards. Ushered 
into the picture in 2012 are machines from 75 to 
174 horsepower, a range of engine sizes that fits a 
large portion of the equipment industry. 

 Tier 4 Interim standards require manufacturers 
to cut soot emissions by 90 percent compared to 
Tier 3 models. In addition, they must reduce Nox 
emissions by 45 percent. 

 When Tier 4 Final standards begin 
implementation in 2014, Nox will have to be 
reduced by an additional 45 percent. When all is 
said and done, it’s expected that emissions will be 
cut by 99 percent compared to when the first tier of 
standards went into effect nearly 20 years earlier.

 “These reductions in Nox and particulate 
matter emissions from off-road diesel engines 

will provide enormous public health benefit,” 
according to a statement by the Environmental 
Protection Agency. “(EPA) estimates that 
by 2030, controlling these emissions would 
annually prevent 12,000 premature deaths, 
8,900 hospitalizations and one million work 
days lost.”

 In addition, diesel machinery will be required 
to use cleaner grades of oil and fuel, and users 
will have to maintain emission filters. A big part 
of the overall engine picture is the use of diesel 
particulate filters, which currently have to be 
changed at 4,500 hours. 

 Tier 4 Interim standards have already been 
in effect for other horsepower ranges, starting 
with 25- to 74-hp models. Machines in the 175- to 
750-horsepower range had to meet the interim 
criteria last year.  n

TIER 4 HITS NEW CATEGORY
	 Machines	from	75	to	174	horsepower	must	now	
	 meet	new	interim	emissions	standards

INDUSTRY NEWS

This year, small to mid-size 
machines, such as Komatsu’s 
D51 dozer, come under Tier 4 
Interim regulations. Komatsu 
dozers ranging from D31 to 
D61, excavators from PC130 
to PC228, and wheel loaders 
from WA150 to WA320 all fall 
within the 75- to 174-hp range. 
Tier 4 Final standards go into 
effect in 2014.



MORE INDUSTRY NEWS

$500	million	in	TIGER	grants	available

FAA	reauthorization	provides	funding	through	2015

National	Green	Building	Code	approved

than 3,300 applications requesting more than 
$95 billion. 

 LaHood also announced recently that 
nearly $41 million will be spent on 58 projects 
in national parks, forests and preserves to 
provide safe, convenient access for visitors. It 
will be used to modernize aging transportation 
infrastructure 

 “Our nation’s scenic parklands and 
protected areas are national treasures 
attracting millions of visitors each year,” said 
LaHood. “It’s vitally important to preserve 
and protect these lands for today’s visitors as 
well as future generations by investing in safe, 
accessible and environmentally sustainable 
transportation.”  n

T Transportation Secretary Ray LaHood 
announced more than $500 million in TIGER 
(Transportation Investment Generating 
Economic Recovery) grants. The grants are 
available for surface transportation projects 
that show a significant impact on the nation, a 
metropolitan area or region.

 Projects are evaluated on criteria, such as 
safety, economic competitiveness, livability and 
short-term job creation, to determine if they 
qualify. They are awarded on a competitive 
basis. It’s the fourth round of such funding, 
which has provided $2.6 billion for projects thus 
far, with projects in all 50 states and Puerto Rico. 

 The program has been popular, with the 
Department of Transportation receiving more 

C Congress passed and the President signed the 
FAA Modernization & Reform Act, providing 
more than $63 billion in Federal Aviation 
Administration funding through 2015. It’s the 
first multi-year funding mechanism for the FAA 
in more than four years, as it had been receiving 
appropriations through short-term extensions. 

 It sets agency policies and operations, as 
well as investment levels for the Airport 
Improvement Program (AIP), which provides 
grants for airport construction. The bill 
authorizes AIP funding at $3.35 billion 
annually, providing certainty to the airport 
construction markets.  n

A After two years of development, the 
International Green Construction Code was 
adopted by the U.S., setting mandatory 
baseline standards for building design and 
construction. It includes items such as energy 
and water efficiency, site impacts, building 
waste and materials.

 The code applies to new and renovated 
commercial buildings and residential 
buildings of more than three stories. It sets 
enforceable minimum standards on every 
aspect of building design and construction 

that now must be reached, as opposed 
to LEED certification which is voluntary, 
according to SustainableBusiness.com. Many 
state and local governments have already 
adopted it, the organization noted. 

 “It represents a change in the standard 
of construction,” said Jessyca Henderson, 
Director of Sustainable Advocacy at the 
American Institute of Architects, in an 
article on the Web site. “It will affect 
everyone that touches buildings ... it will be 
a big leap.”  n



I If you’re a contractor purchasing a piece of 
Komatsu equipment and you plan to finance 
the purchase, you basically have three choices: 
your bank, an independent finance company or 
Komatsu Financial. 

 “I believe we are far and away the best 
option for financing Komatsu equipment and 
I can list at least half a dozen specific reasons 
why,” said Tim Tripas, VP Operations for 
Komatsu Financial. “But it really comes down 
to one thing. As the finance arm of Komatsu 
America, we have a vested interest in you 
continuing to choose Komatsu equipment in 
the future. Therefore, we’re more motivated 
than anybody else to ensure that you have a 
positive financing experience.”

 What goes into ensuring a positive financing 
experience? First and foremost, low rates.

 “Komatsu Financial is what’s known as 
a ‘captive’ finance company,” said Tripas. 
“We finance exclusively for Komatsu. As a 
result, we have a special relationship with the 
manufacturer and we’re able to offer rates that 
are significantly below market. Our rates are 
routinely lower than the competition on the 
vast majority of Komatsu products, and on top 
of that, we often have special rates as low as 
zero percent on select products.

 “For example, right now we’re offering 
‘Zero for 60’ (0% for 60 months) on the 
HB215LC-1 Hybrid hydraulic excavator for 
a limited time. Why? Because it’s a unique 
machine to the North American market 
and Komatsu wants to give customers an 
incentive to try it out. Zero percent can save 
thousands of dollars over the life of a loan. 
For any Komatsu product where a special 
interest rate is not offered, Komatsu Financial 

offers financing with extremely competitive 
market rates.”

 Because it’s not financing airplanes, cars or 
medical devices, Komatsu Financial knows its 
specific job (financing Komatsu equipment) far 
better than anybody else. Tripas calls it the “triple 
play of market expertise, customer expertise and 
equipment expertise.” With this knowledge, 
Komatsu Financial brings plenty to the table for 
Komatsu equipment purchasers, such as:

• More flexibility, both up front and through  
 the life of the loan;

• Ability to react quickly to changes in the 
 marketplace and to unforeseen changes in 
 customers’ situations;

Continued . . .

KOMATSU FINANCIAL
	 The	finance	arm	of	Komatsu	America	
	 consistently	offers	low	rates	and	top	service

DOLLARS & SENSE

Tim Tripas,
VP Operations

Komatsu Financial

Komatsu Financial rates 
are routinely lower on 

most products, including 
a current offer of zero 
percent for 60 months 

on the new HB215LC-1 
Hybrid excavator.



• A willingness to take more risk than other  
 lenders;
• Superior customer service provided for the
 entire life of the loan;
• Streamlined credit review for most 
 transactions;
• Limited financial disclosure requirement;
• Simple and direct documentation (no 
 automatic, cross-collateralization agreement);
• A consistent credit review and approval 
 process;
• Deals that are typically approved in four hours  
 or fewer (as compared to a day or two);
• Never any prepayment penalty.

 Tripas says another significant advantage 
of using Komatsu Financial for your Komatsu 
equipment purchases is that it preserves your 
banking line of credit for other things, such 
as acquisitions, that will help you grow your 
business.

Financing used machines, parts 
and leases
 Komatsu Financial not only offers financing 
for new Komatsu equipment, it also offers 
financing for Komatsu certified used machines, 
Komatsu used machines, parts and service 
performed by a Komatsu-trained technician 
offered through your Komatsu distributor.

 “If instead of buying a new or used piece of 
equipment, you prefer to fix what you have by 
putting on a new undercarriage, rebuilding an 
engine, or whatever — we’ll finance that for 
you too,” said Tripas. “Just about anything you 

want to buy from your Komatsu distributor, 
we can finance it for you.”

 If you prefer leasing to purchase or rental, 
Komatsu Financial has some of the most favorable 
lease programs in the equipment-finance 
industry, with terms from 12 to 60 months.

 “I believe we’re one of the few lenders in 
the industry that offers a standard 12-month 
term on a lease,” said Tripas. “We’re willing 
to custom-quote a lease to meet a customer’s 
specific need for a unique job or application. 
We also offer a feature where, when your lease 
gets down to the final six payments, Komatsu 
Financial will allow you to trade it in with no 
pretrade penalty if you buy a new piece of 
Komatsu equipment and finance it through KF.”

Save the deal, help the customer
 As all contractors know, there are often 
speed bumps on the road to building a 
successful business. Perhaps you experience 
unforeseen problems on a job, or there 
are weather issues, or you have difficulty 
collecting payment for services. Tripas says 
at Komatsu Financial, the mind-set is to 
help customers get past those bumps to the 
smoother road ahead.

 “Komatsu distributors often take the 
position that they’re in partnership with 
their customers and the only way they both 
succeed is by working together. At Komatsu 
Financial, we feel the same, so we’re going to 
do everything we can to help them along. Our 
unofficial motto is, ‘Save the deal, help the 
customer.’ We are more motivated to ensure 
the long-term success of the customer than a 
third-party lender is. “

 Obviously, the past several years have 
been challenging ones for the construction 
industry overall, and that includes equipment 
manufacturers. But Komatsu and Komatsu 
Financial see the industry rebounding.

 “In 2008, and especially 2009, the market 
was down,” observed Tripas. “But we saw a 
considerable increase in volume in 2010, and 
2011 continued that upward trend. Overall, 
we’re optimistic about the industry continuing 
to gradually improve, and our goal at Komatsu 
Financial is to grow right along with it.”  n 

Komatsu	Financial	—	market,	customer	and	equipment	expertise
. . . continued

In addition to 
financing new, used 
and leased Komatsu 
equipment, Komatsu 
Financial offers 
financing for parts 
and service from 
Komatsu distributors.



Contact David Mehrtens 
at (913) 371-3822
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USED EQUIPMENT
SPECIALS

KANSAS CITY, KS
1001 S. 7th Street Trafficway
(913) 371-3822
FAX: (913) 371-3870

GRAND ISLAND, NE
4949 Juergen Rd.
(308) 384-2620
FAX: (308) 384-0686

OMAHA, NE
4115 S. 90th St.
(402) 331-9200
FAX: (402) 339-6620

LINCOLN, NE
5601 Fletcher Ave.
(402) 325-0447
FAX: (402) 325-0753

Inventory changes weekly. Prices subject to change without notice.

www.rbused.com

2010 Komatsu PC350LC-8, cab/AC, 10' arm, 33.5" shoes, 
like new, 3,200 hrs. .......................................................CALL

2001 Komatsu PC228USLC-3, cab/AC, 9' arm, 31.5" 
shoes, JRB QC, 5,100 hrs. .....................................$109,500  

2007 Komatsu D61EX-15E0, cab/AC, 6-way blade, ripper, 
1,750 hrs. .............................................................$164,500

2003 Komatsu WA250-3, cab/AC, QC/bucket, 7,300 
hrs. ...........................................................................$67,500  

SPRINGFIELD, MO
1480 S. State Hwy. T
(417) 732-5505
FAX: (417) 735-0026



Nebraska & Southwest 
Iowa Sales Team 

C.P.I.
P.O. Box 1689
C.R., IA  52406-1689
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Call us today.

MARYSVILLE, KANSAS
A N D O L L CZ trailers
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C.P.I.

www.roadbuildersmachinery.com
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Kansas & Missouri 
Sales Team

RoadBuilders proudly represents these lines*:
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Randy Held
Specialty Products 

Manager

Joel Johnson
Aggregate Sales 

Manager

Jason Miller,
Utility Sales
Specialist

Tony Randone,
District Sales 

Manager

Dru Davidson,
District Sales 

Manager

Dave Meyerring,
District Sales 

Manager

Gary Kratky,
District Sales 

Manager

Warren Kutz,
District Sales 

Manager

Jay Young,
District Sales 

Manager

Bob Fischer,
District Sales

Manager

Randy Frank,
District Sales 

Manager

Buddy Guinn,
District Sales

Manager

Steve Brock,
District Sales 

Manager

Tom Fouraker,
District Sales 

Manager

Jeff Smith,
District Sales 

Manager

SPRINGFIELD, MO  •  1480 S. State Hwy. T   (417) 732-5505

*Not all manufacturers 
represented in all areas.

I N T E R N A T I O N A LI N T E R N A T I O N A L

I N T E R N A T I O N A LI N T E R N A T I O N A L

Jerry Freitag
District Sales

Manager
(Midwest Eq.)

Jason Baer,
District Sales

Manager
(Midwest Eq.)

Dean Alfers,
District Sales 

Manager


